U.S.S. Artemis, Stardate 9901.15



Host Cheryl says:
The USS Artemis is investigating the possibilities of colonization of two planets in the Lyraka system.  They are investigating the fourth planet of the system first.

Host Cheryl says:
A signal has been detected from the planet, very regular in nature, centering around a mountain in the northern hemisphere.

Host Cheryl says:
The Away Team is investigating, and contact with the AT has been lost.


Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Vrayl says:
::doing second preflight shuttle check::

EO_Peon says:
::Sits in engineering::

CTOFenrir says:
::On the bridge, scanning the area, trying to determine what caused the communication loss::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::waiting for the results on the attempts to regain contact with the AT::

CEO_JRoss says:
::On the bridge, monitoring the bridge staff as acting XO::

Civ_Kayan says:
%::watching the Artemis grow larger from the port window as the transport nears::

TO_Wilks says:
@USS ARTEMIS: this is Lt. Wilks; please respond

EO_Peon says:
*CEO*: I have got an idea how we may be able to communicate with the AT again, Sir


SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, since we are getting different readings between our ship's sensors and our probe's sensors, could there be a cloaked device on the surface?

Host CO_Tealk says:
SO : Is there anyway we can tell? If not, can you compensate for what you think is out there?

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Sir, a freighter is approaching the ship

CEO_JRoss says:
*EO*:  Come up to the bridge Mr. Peon, Leave the ME to the Duty Engineer

EO_Peon says:
::Heads to the TL::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CTO : Hail it..

EO_Peon says:
::Gets in the TL::

EO_Peon says:
::Enters bridge::

SO-MacMer says:
CO: I don't know sir. I am trying to use the probe data to determine the origin of the signal and I am patching it through the Universal Translator to see if its a comm signal of some sort.

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Hailing now sir

TO_Wilks says:
@:: thinks: we really should have taken a shuttle::

CEO_JRoss says:
::Walks over to SCI1 console, begins scanning the approaching shuttle::

CTOFenrir  (HAIL.WAV)

Host CO_Tealk says:
::nods at the SO:: So  :Please advise me of your results..

Civ_Kayan says:
&<Comm> Artemis:  This is the transport Ghrems with a passenger for you.

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Aye, sir.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::satisfied with shuttle prep::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  There is still no comm received from the planet

EO_Peon says:
CEO: Would you like to hear my plan, sir?

FCO_Vrayl says:
*CO: Sir, we are ready for departure upon request.

CEO_JRoss says:
CO: Sir, sensors confirm Shuttle Transponder

Host CO_Tealk says:
COMM Ghrems : Very well.. Gives us the coordinates and we'll beam him aboard.

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, should we perhaps launch another probe configured for the away team comm signals and see if it will relay them to us?

CEO_JRoss says:
::Looks at Mr. Peon:: Mr. Peon, what is your solution

Civ_Kayan says:
&<Comm>Artemis:  downloading coordinates.  Have fun with ...him  <S>

EO_Peon says:
CEO:we could relay the Comm through the deflector dish to increase the Comm signal, sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
::starts keying shield modulations to match the wavelengths detected in the mountains::

EO_Peon says:
CEO:that may just give us the power we need to get through, Sir

CEO_JRoss says:
EO:  Yes, that has worked in the past, work at Eng1 Console, see if you can reroute the COMM signal through the deflector and advise

CTOFenrir says:
::Scanning for the cause of the comm loss with the AT::

Host CO_Tealk says:
SO : Launch the probe.. Let's see if your plan works..

Civ_Kayan says:
&::Prepares to beam over to the Artemis...nervous::

SO-MacMer says:
::Checking to see if Universal Translator has had any luck with the signal from the ground::

CEO_JRoss says:
::Walks towards the Tactical station, observes Lt. Fenrir's actions::

EO_Peon says:
::heads back to main engineering::

Host CO_Tealk says:
OPS : Mr. Regnum.. Please beam our "guest" aboard..

EO_Peon says:
::Enters main engineering::

CSO_Joe says:
@::wonders why communications went down::

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Roger, sir ::Programming probe to land near a previously launched probe providing data on the ground signal;;

EO_Peon says:
::Gose to eng1 console ::And starts working::

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: i have an idea on how contact the Artemis

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  McMer is able to detect a discernible pattern to the results from the UT

EO_Peon says:
::Calls two duty engineers to help::

CEO_JRoss says:
Mr. Fenrir, Mr. Peon is attempting to reroute comm through the main deflector dish, he should advise shortly if he is successful.  Do you have an alternative solution?

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Let's here it

Host CO_Tealk says:
*FCO* : Mr. Vraylle, we're still trying out some things.. Hold please..

SO-MacMer says:
::Launching probe. Checking UT again...::

FCO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Aye, captain.

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: a phaser beam, if we shoot it up, the Artemis will know our location and at least know that we are alive

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, probe is away, and sir it seems that the signal from the planet may be some sort of comm signal. Still working it sir.

CTOFenrir says:
CEO: If i knew what was causing the comm loss i would have a better idea of how to fix it ::Continues scans::

EO_Peon says:
Ah ha got it ::thanks the DE's for there help::

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: it is a long shot but it might work

Host CO_Tealk says:
SO : Well done..

CEO_JRoss says:
CO:  Sir, we are working on trying to re-establish COMM through alternate means

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: We'll have to modify the phaser but I think it can be done

Host CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Any luck yet?

EO_Peon says:
*CEO*:I got it ,sir  But with a little help,

FCO_Vrayl says:
::programs another shield macro into the shuttle console::

CEO_JRoss says:
CO:  Not yet Sir

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: good thing i brought an engineering kit

CTOFenrir says:
::Sweeps the mountain range in the northern hemisphere with an intensive sensor scan::

CEO_JRoss says:
*EO*:  What do you need Mr. Peon?

CSO_Joe says:
@::looks at the rocks::

CSO_Joe says:
@::says to himself:: That's it

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: i'll begin the modifications

SO-MacMer says:
::Keeping tabs on Universal Translator results, tries to pin point signal origin by triangulation between probes::

EO_Peon says:
*CEO*:I meant i have it routed through the defector dish, sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Ops gives the order to transport Kayan aboard

Civ_Kayan says:
::beams aboard the Artemis and looks around with wide eyes::

CSO_Joe says:
@::grabs an big rock and sets down next to the kit::

CTOFenrir says:
CEO: Maybe if we just use the probes as a kind of comm network we could contact them, we may need to launch several....

CEO_JRoss says:
OPS:  Attempt COMM with the AT, the COMM has been rerouted through the main deflector dish!

TO_Wilks says:
@::opens eng. kit::

Host Cheryl says:
<Transporter Chief>  Kayan:  I'll escort you to the bridge.  ::leads the way::

Civ_Kayan says:
TC:ahh....Thanks ::follows::

CSO_Joe says:
@::grabs the phaser rifle::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: open phaser::

Host CO_Tealk says:
SO : Any luck on decoding that signal?

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Is there a small drill in the kit?

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, the UT is still working on it!

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: of course sir

Civ_Kayan says:
::arrives on bridge and looks around...quietly::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: hands drill to CSO

SO-MacMer says:
::Checks UT for further decode results::

Host CO_Tealk says:
SO : How long? I can't wait much longer..

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Ops comms the AT through the new probe.

CSO_Joe says:
@::takes the drill and make 2 small holes in the rock::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The comm gets through, though it is sporadic and chopped up communication

CEO_JRoss says:
CO: Sir, I believe we need to send the shuttle, we can always recall it if COMM is reestablished

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, the new probe is down and we're getting the AT!

FCO_Vrayl says:
::wonders what's happening on the bridge::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: begins modifing phaser::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::nods at the CEO:: CTO : Mr. Fenrir, join Mr. Vraylle on the shuttle.. *FCO* : Prepare for departure, but wait for the CTO.. He's going with you..

Lemur-C is now known as Lemur-Cat.

FCO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

Civ_Kayan says:
<Transporter Chief> CO: excuse me sir.  Our guest has arrived.

CEO_JRoss says:
*Transporter Chief*: Beam down three Pattern Enhancers, the AT may get the hint

FCO_Vrayl says:
::secures security team onto shuttle, reserves space for CTO::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: Reconfigures phaser isolinar pattern to put out a long range phaser beam::

CTOFenrir says:
::Nodds to the CO and heads for the shuttlebay::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::turns back:: TC : What? I haven't got time for that now.. ::eyes the new arrival:: Take her to her quarters, i'll talk to her later..

TO_Wilks says:
@Tac team: modify your phasers to emit a long range beam

CEO_JRoss says:
FCO:  Mr. Vyralle, are we will in geosyn orbit over the AT's coordinates?

Civ_Kayan says:
<Transporter Chief>CO:  aye sir. Kayan:  follow me miss

CEO_JRoss says:
[still]

CTOFenrir says:
::Arrives on the shuttle:: FCO: Hello, we ready to go?

TO_Wilks says:
@::Closes phaser::

Civ_Kayan says:
::shrugs her shoulders and follows the TC out::

Host CO_Tealk says:
*AT* : If you can hear me, we've located the source of the signal.. It's under the mountain.. Please investigate and try to find some kind of caves..

SO-MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I've been able to triangulate the source of that signal from the planet... I am feeding you the coordinates. Please note they are 3 klicks underground!

FCO_Vrayl says:
&CTO&: We are ready to launch, sir.

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: i've finished the modifications

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The gist of the CO's comm gets through to the AT

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Let's do it

TO_Wilks says:
@::points phaser directly up::

FCO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Sir, the CTO is on board. Request permission to launch and orders.

SO-MacMer says:
::Checking UT again for decode results. Also comparing signal characteristics against data base info::

CTOFenrir says:
&::Sits in co-pilots seat beside Vraylle::  

CSO_Joe says:
@*CO*: Captain?

TO_Wilks says:
@:: fires phaser::

CEO_JRoss says:
CO: Sir, the shuttle is ready for departure!

Host CO_Tealk says:
*FCO* : You may depart.. Get to the AT, and tell them to invetigate the source of the strange signal..

Civ_Kayan says:
<Transporter Chief>:  Kayan:  Hereya go miss.  Someone will see to you later.  ::Turns to go then turns back::  Welcome aboard

FCO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Aye sir. ::signals force field to drop::

CTOFenrir says:
::Brings scanners on-line::

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: i don't think it worked

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::launches shuttle::

CSO_Joe says:
@::mutters under his breath:: damn

Civ_Kayan says:
::sighs as she watches the TP Chief leave, then mumbles::  Thanks

CEO_JRoss says:
CO:  Sir, I'm lowering the orbit to 5000 perigees, that will help with COMM as well

Host CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Very well..

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: perhaps we should try a new tactic

CTOFenrir says:
&::Scans for the away teams position::  FCO: These are the teams last known coordinates, near the base of this mountain.

CSO_Joe says:
@*CO*: Could you repeat, please Captain?

EO_Peon says:
::Sits in engineering monitoring the progress::

CEO_JRoss says:
EO: Mr. Peon, good work!

FCO_Vrayl says:
$::checks CTO's coordinates, and plots a quick entry course::

CTOFenrir says:
$::Raises shields::

Host CO_Tealk says:
*AT* : I said, we've located the source of the signal.. It's under the mountain.. Please investigate and try to find some kind of caves..

Civ_Kayan says:
::looks around the room and sees to beds.  Wonders which one is hers::

CSO_Joe says:
@*CO*: Aye sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT receives the communication, though it is rather static

FCO_Vrayl says:
$CTO: Reinforce the forward shields with the batteries. We will be taking a steep entry trajectory.

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: The captain said that they found the signal

CEO_JRoss says:
CO: Sir, ships steady at 5000 perigees, geosync orbit

TO_Wilks says:
@Tac team: you heard the man

SO-MacMer says:
::Using first set of probes to check out composition of mountain around the ground signal, or lack of composition (caves)::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::taking a very oblique course to the landing site::

Host CO_Tealk says:
*AT* : Are you alright?

CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Done

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: we are ready when you are sir

CSO_Joe says:
*CO*: We're fine sir, thank you

Civ_Kayan says:
No one:  Great.  Now what?  ::goes and opens one of the draws to check::

FCO_Vrayl says:
$COM ARTEMIS: Entering atmosphere now...

Host CO_Tealk says:
*AT* : We're sending a shuttle down.. They'll help you investigate the signals..

CSO_Joe says:
@AT: Spread out and look for an opening

Host CO_Tealk says:
*FCO* : Acknowledged.

CSO_Joe says:
@*CO*: Thank you sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The shuttle is experiencing a very smooth ride, little or no turbulence

FCO_Vrayl says:
::corrects for some turbulence detected by sensors::

Civ_Kayan says:
::notices it is empty so dumps stuff on nearest bed::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::a little less preoccupied.. :: CEO : Joshua, can you take over things for a minute?

CEO_JRoss says:
CO:  Aye Sir!

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: a sec officer must go with you

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: we should have three groups

CTOFenrir says:
$::feels relieved from the smooth ride::

FCO_Vrayl says:
$COM ARTEMIS: ETA to landing coordinates two minutes, 14.32 seconds.

CTOFenrir says:
$::Watches surface draw near::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::goes to his RR:: *Kayan* : Captain to ::looks over PADD:: Kayan.. Please report to my Ready room...

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: two sec officers, you and a sec officer and me and a sec officer

Civ_Kayan says:
::Puts her stuff away then goes and plops down on the bed...bounces::

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Aye. ::points to a sec officer:: You come with me

FCO_Vrayl says:
::after a thought, boosts speed by 17%::

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: we're off

CSO_Joe says:
@::sees the shuttle::

FCO_Vrayl says:
$COM ARTEMIS: ETA revised to 39.92 seconds.

CTOFenrir says:
$::Scanning for life signs::

SO-MacMer says:
::Noticing a "vein" of less dense material:: CO: Sir, there may  be a filled in cave enterance at the coordinates I am passing to you.

Civ_Kayan says:
::looks around in surprise as her name is called::  *CO*:  Sure

TO_Wilks says:
@:: begins walking in opposite direction of CSO

CSO_Joe says:
@AT: Let's move

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The engineering console Peon's using suddenly starts beeping

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: to the shuttle?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::fires reverse thrusters for final approach::

Host CO_Tealk says:
<Crewman> *Engineering* : There seems to be something wrong with the replicator in the lounge.. Could you assist, please?

Civ_Kayan says:
::heads out of her room.  Looks down one way and then the other.  Wondering which way was the RR::

FCO_Vrayl says:
$COM ARTEMIS: On final approach.

CEO_JRoss says:
&*FCO*:  Your ETA to landing, the AT has been advised of your approach

Host CO_Tealk says:
::Waits for Kayan::

CTOFenrir says:
$FCO: I think i've found the AT, there up just ahead...

FCO_Vrayl says:
$COM ARTEMIS: ETA  seven seconds.

CSO_Joe says:
@COMM SC: Hello there

Civ_Kayan says:
No one:  hmmmm...that looks familiar....maybe.  ::goes the wrong direction::

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: are we going to the shuttle?

FCO_Vrayl says:
&CTO: Touchdown in 3 seconds...

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Wait

EO_Peon says:
*CEO*:I have reports from around the ship that there have been system malfunctions, sir

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Sir, I've detected what may be a filled in cave entrance in the mountain. I am passing you the coordinates.

OPSRegnum says:
::Enters bridge and walks to OPS::

CEO_JRoss says:
OPS:  Deflectors up, Yellow alert, increase orbit to 10,000 perigees

OPSRegnum says:
::hopes no one is going to court-martial him for being so late to duty::

Civ_Kayan says:
::wonders down the hall looking for someone to ask directions from::

FCO_Vrayl says:
$::fires maneuvering thrusters and touches down with incredible Vulcan smoothness::

Host CO_Tealk says:
:tired of waiting:: *Kayan* : If you are having trouble finding the bridge, just get in a Turbo Lift and say Bridge.. ::sighs::

CTOFenrir says:
$FCO: Nice flying

Civ_Kayan says:
::looks up at the sound::  *CO*:  cool

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: we should take the shuttle to find an opening in the mountain

FCO_Vrayl says:
$::nods to CTO:: CTO: Thank you, sir.

CSO_Joe says:
@::walks to the shuttle and sees the FCO and CTO::

Civ_Kayan says:
::looks for a TL::

CTOFenrir says:
$::Slings phaser rifle over shoulder::

TO_Wilks says:
@sec team: to the shuttle

CEO_JRoss says:
OPS: re-position the ship to the coordinates SO sent

CTOFenrir says:
$::Opens shuttle door::

TO_Wilks says:
@FCO&CTO: boy, am i glad to see you

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::secures standard AT equipment - phaser, tricorder, etc.::

CSO_Joe says:
@FCO, CTO: Hi guys, welcome to the 4th planet of the Lykara system

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::nods to TO::

EO_Peon says:
::A duty engineer tells him that a coil generator has malfunctioned::

EO_Peon says:
::sighs::

CTOFenrir says:
@FCO,TO, CSO: Lets hope we don't become permanent residents ::laughs::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: laughs::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::sets shuttle to standby mode and secures::

CSO_Joe says:
@::laughs::

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::raises eyebrow at human emotions::

CSO_Joe says:
@AT: Well, to the mountain we go

EO_Peon says:
::try to repair the generator :::But It just wont work::

Civ_Kayan says:
::finds a TL::  <Computer>  Bridge  ::Mumbles::  Great.  I said cool to the captain.  Get ahold of yourself, girl.

SO-MacMer says:
::Getting no response from the command chair, passes coordinates to AT::

CEO_JRoss says:
SO:  The ship still being effected by those signals from the surface?

CTOFenrir says:
@ ALL: yes ::Arms rifle:: lets go.

Host CO_Tealk says:
::fiddles with his PADD, waiting:: *CEO* : Anything new?

TO_Wilks says:
@ALL: Shouldn’t we take the shuttle

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Sir, I don't know what effect they have on us, but I still show the probes receiving them.

Civ_Kayan says:
::arrives at bridge and looks around for the RR::

TO_Wilks says:
@ALL: it would make our trip easier

CEO_JRoss says:
SO just found what he thinks is a filled in cave opening, I've moved the ship to those coordinates, and SO has downlinked the coords to the AT

CTOFenrir says:
@::brings shuttle transporters online:: ALL: Lets beam to the entrance

OPSRegnum says:
::moniters communications::

FCO_Vrayl says:
@:sets up a comlink with the shuttle for return transport::

CTOFenrir says:
@::Gets on transporter pad::

SO-MacMer says:
::Noticing civilian on bridge:: CIV: Can I help you?

CSO_Joe says:
@CTO: Let's do it

Civ_Kayan says:
::watches all the activity going on::

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::steps on pad::

Civ_Kayan says:
SO:  Yes please.  Where is the RR?

EO_Peon says:
::Calls more engineers to main eng::::

SO-MacMer says:
Civ: Right over there.

CEO_JRoss says:
::Walks over to where the Guest is standing:  The Captain is waiting to see you in his RR, right this way

TO_Wilks says:
@:: waits to dematerialize

Civ_Kayan says:
SO:  Thanks

EO_Peon says:
::To help with some of the malfunctions::

CSO_Joe says:
@::stands on pad::

Civ_Kayan says:
::walks over to the closed door::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::reads the PADD about Kayan once again::

SO-MacMer says:
::Returns, to check on progress of UT on ground signal::

CTOFenrir @ materializes at the caves entrance (TRANSP~1.WAV)

CEO_JRoss says:
::Returns to the CO's Chair, reads the arm rest displays

TO_Wilks says:
@::Materializes at entrance::

Civ_Kayan says:
::takes a deep breath and enters the RR::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT attempts to beam, and after several attempts, finds itself inside the mountain, just where the transporter coordinates intended them to be

CEO_JRoss says:
SO:  Mr. McMer, anything on those signals hitting the ship?

TO_Wilks says:
@:: flicks on flashlight::

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::slightly disoriented from the darkness::

EO_Peon says:
::Sits down and sighs damn systems::

CSO_Joe says:
@::turns on light::

CTOFenrir says:
::Raises phaser rifle:: ALL: Everyone ok?

Civ_Kayan says:
::looks at the captain::  Sir?  You asked for me?

Host CO_Tealk says:
::notices Kayan finally entering..:: Kayan  :Hello. Please sit down..

FCO_Vrayl says:
@CTO: Acceptable.

SO-MacMer says:
::Checking ships sensors for signals or energy fields from planet::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT finds itself inside a small area, not very cavern-like, almost man-made, smooth walls, a narrow corridor leading around a corner

Civ_Kayan says:
::walks over to sit down...very nervous::

CTOFenrir says:
@::Starts walking down the cave::

TO_Wilks says:
@ALL: shall we be on our way?

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::opens science tricorder, begins scanning::

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Throughout, the ship's sensors have not received the signal while the probes on the ground have.

Host CO_Tealk says:
Kayan : I'm sorry for what happened earlier.. We where having an emergency situation..

Civ_Kayan says:
CO:  I understand

CTOFenrir says:
@ALL: This cave is incredibly smooth....

OPSRegnum says:
::Monitors communications and awaits commands::

FCO_Vrayl says:
@::scanning for previous energy readings::

CEO_JRoss says:
SO: Very well, do the sensor logs show anything that might of caused the ships systems to malfunction?

TO_Wilks says:
@::taps com badge:: *CO*: this is definitely not an entrance
CSO_Joe says:
@CSO: 4 teams. 2 people per team

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Checking, sir. ;;Does quick review of sensor logs since orbiting for unusual signals;;

EO_Peon says:
::*CEO: we have repaired most systems but some are sill malfuntioning,Sir

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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